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government, and that in its majority it stayed true to the republic
only because it felt instinctively that in times of crisis privilege
or class does not make a good basis of government. There was
no violent anti-republican movement; the most deadly weapon
of the anti-democratic elements had not been the political argu-
ment but the economic fact that to wide circles of the nation
prosperity had  not  been the  chronological successor  of the
establishment of the new regime. Extremism apart, there was
a large body of conviction on the one hand that the old ways
were better; on the other, that democracy must, if the phrase be
admissible, be socialized. Between the two stood a very divided
body of opinion, which on the whole was united in favour of the
actual regime. The effect was stabilizing; the struggle for power
meant a struggle to accomplish change on the one hand, and to
prevent certain types of change on the other. There was, therefore,
no need for republicanization either in the form of special defence
of the republican form of government—in any case there existed
a comprehensive act of parliament for that—or in the form of
weeding out from the administration anti-republican elements.
That weeding out had to a certain extent been done so far as the
higher administrative posts were concerned, and it is a little
comic to hear democrats now complain that the cabinets, which
were rarely  cabinets  entrusted with the  duty  of defending
democracy and  almost  invariably   contained  elements which
were professedly hostile to Liberal democracy, went on permitting
anti-Liberals to preach to their destruction one or other of their
damnable creeds in positions which were in the gift of the state.
The later failure to deal with anti-constitutionalist violence is
on quite another footing from the alleged failure in 1927 to shut
the indiscreet mouths of parsons and professors.
What was far more necessary than, what was indeed necessary
for, republicanization was to prove that the republican system
could "legislate for prosperity" which is what is ultimately
meant by a demand for "good" or for "strong" government,
Prosperity in the good old days was regarded as the creation of
individual effort; to-day its creation is one of the tasks of govern-
ment. The tendency of social evolution is anti-individualist, and

